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Abstract. Clathrate hydrates are water-based solids with large crystallographic unit cells that show promise as
potential moderators for use in new, more intense sources of very cold neutrons (VCN), which would enhance
neutron scattering techniques and increase sensitivity of particle physics experiments. These so-called inclusion
compounds seem particularly suitable for this application due to the low-energy modes of guest molecules
encaged in nano-voids formed by a crystalline network of hydrogen bonded water molecules. In this article we
present first results of an ongoing, extensive experimental campaign with the aim of characterizing the scattering
properties of deuterated clathrate hydrates relevant for moderator applications. Experiments include neutron
diffraction (carried out at Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) using the instrument D20), as well as measurements of
the temperature-dependent dynamical structure factor S (q, ω) in absolute units (carried out on ILL’s Panther
and IN5). These measurements will serve as a benchmark for development of new scattering kernels.

1 Introduction

Very cold neutrons (VCN) cover a wide spectral range
within the long-wavelength tail of typical sources for cold
neutrons1, with energies below, say, 1 meV (9 Å) down to
few hundreds of neV (> several 100 Å), the domain of
ultracold neutrons (UCN). Notably wavelengths of up to
several tens of Å are in the focus of current interest of sev-
eral research communities. In condensed matter physics,
they serve as a sensitive probe and could improve multi-
ple neutron scattering techniques in terms of spacial reso-
lution as e.g. for small angle neutron scattering (SANS),
or energy resolution as e.g. in time of flight (TOF) or
neutron spin echo (NSE) spectrometers [1]. In particle
physics, higher VCN intensities would increase the sen-
sitivity of experiments that employ beams of slow neu-
trons. Examples are the search for neutron anti-neutron
oscillations [2], where the figure of merit (FOM) ∝ λ2,
in-beam searches for a static neutron electric dipole mo-
ment (EDM), and further searches for new fundamental
forces where FOM ∝ λ [3] [4]. Furthermore, an enhance-
ment of the flux of neutrons with wavelengths around 9 Å
would be a valuable asset for in-beam UCN-sources based
on super-fluid helium [5], including variants with in-situ
UCN production and detection approaches, as proposed
in [6]. Despite the scientific potentials of VCN beams,
at present the only existing VCN beamline is the instru-
ment PF2 located at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble, France. At this instrument, the vertical extrac-
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1The standard cold moderator materials for both spallation and fis-

sion sources are liquid or solid deuterium (D2), liquid hydrogen (H2) and
liquid or solid hydrocarbons (e.g. methane (CH4)).

tion by a strongly curved neutron guide from one of ILL’s
cold sources transmits only the long-wavelength tail of the
liquid-deuterium moderator spectrum. In order to realize
higher fluxes of VCN, additional moderation to lower tem-
peratures seems inevitable, which strongly motivates the
search for appropriate, new moderator materials.

1.1 Required properties of novel cold and very
cold moderator materials

The moderating properties of a material are practically
determined by its excitation spectrum and its coupling
strength to the neutron field via the cross section. Thus,
promising materials for moderation to VCN need to pos-
sess low-energy modes that enable the incremental depo-
sition of small quantities of the neutron’s energy. This
can hardly be provided by collective excitations such as
phonons since their cross section, for a neutron of ener-
gies E < kBTD, in a cold medium with the Debye tempera-
ture TD is proportional to ( E

kB TD
)3 (for single phonon emis-

sion2) [7]. Localized, dispersion-free excitations, such as
displacement of confined molecules, often referred to as
Einstein modes, molecular rotations, librations or param-
agnetic excitations, on the other hand, do not suffer from
this limitation and allow for an efficient neutron slowdown
even at lowest neutron temperatures. Besides suitable lo-
calized excitations, the material needs to exhibit low ab-
sorption and large scattering cross sections in the cor-
responding energy and temperature region. In addition,
a moderator material must also fulfill more technical re-
quirements. If its thermal conductivity is low, the material

2The cross sections for processes of higher order drop even faster.



must be arranged in a manner that enables efficient cool-
ing. On top of that it must withstand radiational damage
to a degree that prevents the formation of radiolytic hy-
drogen as well as the accumulation of free radicals. This
could result in a self-sustaining reaction of their recom-
bination leading to a fast heating of the moderator, often
referred to as "burp" [8] [9] [10]. In this article we present
parts of an extensive inelastic neutron scattering study on
different clathrate hydrate samples carried out on various
neutron scattering instruments at the ILL.

1.2 A promising material class: Fully deuterated
clathrate hydrates

Promising moderator materials investigated so far are
different hydrocarbons, such as triphenylmethane [11],
mesitylene and toluene [12], as well as clathrate hy-
drates [13] hosting methane or tetrahydrofuran (THF)
[14]. Mesitylene is already in routine usage in form of a
pelletized cold moderator at the IBR-2M reactor in Dubna
[15]. This article focuses on the latter material class,
where the encaged guest molecules provides a range of
localized, low-energy excitations that can be exploited for
neutron slowdown. Given their very large crystallographic
unit cells (as in the case of the clathrate structure II (CS-II)
17.1 Å − 17.33 Å, see table 1), which allows for coherent
scattering up to neutron wavelengths of λ ∼ 20 Å, these
materials promise extraordinarily large albedos for the en-
tire cold neutron range. This allows neutrons that did not
scatter down to the desired energy range to be "trapped"
within the moderator material by diffuse transport, thus
largely increasing the chance for further, energy decreas-
ing interactions.
In this work, we present a study of clathrate hydrates
hosting tetrahydrofuran as a guest molecule (sum for-
mula: 17H2O:C4H8O), from here on referred to as THF-
hydrates. A great advantage of this type of hydrate is its
very reliable and reproducible manufacturing from a sto-
chiometric mixture under ambient pressure (see section
2.1). This would even allow for an in-situ annealing, thus
re-establishing the clathrate structure within the moderator
volume, in order to prevent a "burp" of the moderator due
to radiolysis. To some extent, the low-energy excitations
of THF-hydrates have already been studied [14] [16].We
have extended those studies to include deuterated mate-
rials, and to cover S (q, ω) in a large energy-momentum
phase space in absolute units, which is essential for a quan-
titative analysis of the moderation properties in realistic
scenarios.
While fully deuterated THF-hydrates (17D2O:C4D8O) by
themselves show very promising properties as a mod-
erator material for VCN, they are also a good starting
material for the formation of binary clathrate hydrates
with both THF and molecular oxygen as guest molecules
(17D2O:C4D8O:∼2O2).3 Therein, O2 occupies the small
cages, which are twice as abundant as the bigger cages oc-
cupied by the TDF. The magnetic triplet ground state of

3The oxygen abundance is, unlike the C4D8O (TDF), non-
stoichiometric and strongly depends on the sample preparation. This is
represented by "∼".

molecular oxygen with its zero-field splitting of 0.4 meV
allows for moderation via a cooling cascade mechanism
in fully deuterated O2-clathrate hydrates, as described in
[17]. It is this low excitation energy (as opposed to modes
of several meV of the lattice and the THF) that will signif-
icantly enhance the moderation efficiency towards VCN,
with the inelastic magnetic scattering providing a final
cooling decrement.

1.3 Development of new scattering kernels in the
HighNESS project

The study of novel VCN moderator materials is part of
a collaborative effort within the European project High-
NESS [18], committed to expanding the scientific poten-
tial of the European Spallation Source (ESS), by exploring
new possible sources of slow neutrons. One of the goals
is to establish a database of the dynamic structure factor
S (q, ω) for various promising clathrate hydrates and to de-
velop novel scattering kernels that allow computation of
neutron spectra in realistic moderator and reflector geome-
tries in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations (see also Ref. [19]).
To this end, the experimental campaign is accompanied by
the development of simulation software to describe neu-
tron interactions in materials that we investigate. The ap-
proach is to benchmark the excitation spectrum from ab
initio molecular dynamics (MD) calculations, with the ex-
perimental data presented in this article. In combination
with processing codes, such as NJOY [20] and NCrys-
tal [21], this allows the creation of scattering kernels that
are callable from McStas [22], OpenMC [23], MCNP [24]
or PHITS [25]. This provides the tools to simulate novel
moderator and reflector materials in realistic geometries,
and compare simulations with results of experiments to be
performed on a later stage using a large bulk of material as
a demonstrator of a VCN moderator.

2 Experimental Programm

A starting point of the experiments described here is estab-
lishing a reliable and scalable technique, that allows pro-
duction of relatively large quantities of hydrates with min-
imal amounts of residual ice. This technique is described
for THF-hydrates in section 2.1. The obtained structures
were studied by neutron diffraction at the high-intensity
two-axis diffractometer D20. An exemplary powder pat-
tern and details of the associated Rietveld-refinement are
given in section 2.2. The structure analysis is followed
by a study of the low-energy dynamics of different THF-
hydrate samples, as described in 2.3. The data presented
in this article were collected during cycles N◦ 189, N◦ 190
and N◦ 191 at the ILL.

2.1 Manufacturing procedures

A great advantage of THF-hydrates, compared to most
other clathrate hydrate compounds, is that they form at
ambient conditions from a stoichiometric mixture of its
two liquid components, water (H2O) and THF (C4H8O),



in a ratio of 17 to 1. After carefully weighing and mix-
ing the two liquids with a teflon-coated magnetic stirrer,
a cool-down of the solution results in solidification in the
CS-II structure (see table 1). The CS-II structure is the
most common among clathrate hydrates and its ideal unit
cell contains 136 (H2O) molecules forming 16 small and
8 large cages. This structure has been extensively studied
before (see e.g. [26]). The study presented here focuses on
the yields of the CS-II structure and quantifying the resid-
ual ice, for two different methods to cool down the sample.
A great advantage of the manufacturing technique is, that

Crystal system Cubic
Space group Fd3m (N◦227)
Lattice description Face centered

F Lattice parameters a = 17.1 Å-17.33 Å
α = β = γ = 90◦

Number of cages 8 large (512 64), 16 small (512)
Ideal unit cell formula 8(512 64) · 16(512) · 136H2O

Table 1: Characteristics of the CS-II hydrate crystal cell
structure. In the case of THF-hydrates the unit cell for-
mula reduces to 8 THF:136 H2O, with the small cages re-
maining empty. Table adapted from [27, p. 60].

it allows to perform a contrast variation between the host
and the guest contribution in spectroscopy experiments.
By simply substituting one of the liquid components with
its deuterated counterpart (water (H2O) with heavy water
(D2O) and THF (C4H8O) with TDF (C4D8O)) one obtains
four different samples which are summarized in table 2.

Abbrev. Host Guest
Fully protonated THF · H2O 136 H2O 8 C4H8O
Deuterated guest TDF · H2O 136 H2O 8 C4D8O
Deuterated cage THF · D2O 136 D2O 8 C4H8O
Fully deuterated TDF · D2O 136 D2O 8 C4D8O

Table 2: Differently deuterated and protonated samples
prepared for spectroscopy experiments. The deuteration
of either the guest molecule or the host lattice allows to
highlight the different parts of the sample in the scatter-
ing signal. Note that the fully or partial deuteration is able
to slightly change the dynamics of the sample, while the
structure remains the one described in table 1.

2.2 Neutron diffraction on fully deuterated
THF-hydrates

The diffractometer was operated using the (115) reflection
of a Germanium(113) monochromator at a wavelength of
λ = 1.546 Å, at a take off angle of 90◦ resulting in a res-
olution of ∆d/d = 3 · 10−3. The cylindrical sample con-
tainer made from vanadium (with a diameter of 6 mm and
a wall thickness of 0.1 mm) was filled with the liquid sto-
chiometric mixture and quenched in liquid nitrogen before
being loaded into the cryogenic sample environment. Af-
ter equilibration to a set temperature value, it took about

30 minutes to obtain a diffraction pattern within a scatter-
ing angle range of 4◦ to 150◦ with satisfactory statistics.
This allowed measurements within a temperature range
of 2 K - 230 K. Afterwards, the sample was heated up
above the melting point (∼ 277.5 K) and slowly (about
7 K per minute) cooled down again below 200 K. We
observed that the CS-II structure is formed through both
rapid quenching and slower cooling of the liquid sample.
Effects of texture of the polycrystalline samples were ob-
served as a dependence of diffraction patterns on sample
orientation (which for an ideal powder would be absent).
They are inherent for an uncontrolled in-situ crystalliza-
tion, which can lead to a small number of crystallites and
ultimately to a deviation from continuous powder lines (to-
wards single points on the Debye-Scherer cones). Mitiga-
tion of this effect was attempted by rotating the sample in
increments of 20◦ and adding up the resulting 9 diffrac-
tion patterns, for better approximation of a powder aver-
age. Figure 1 shows an exemplary diffraction pattern ob-
tained with this procedure at a temperature of 230 K.
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Figure 1: Diffraction pattern of fully deuterated THF-
hydrates (TDF · D2O) formed in situ taken on D20 with
λ = 1.546 Å at a temperature of 230 K (red) and the cor-
responding multi-phase Rietveld-refinement (black). See
text for experimental conditions. The experimental data
is available in Ref. [28]. The blue line depicts the differ-
ence between the data and the fit. The calculated peak po-
sitions (green ticks) correspond to phases considered for
the refinement, which are, besides the TDF-hydrate, the
aluminum sample environment and residual hexagonal ice
(see section 2.2.1) for details on the refinement). The up-
per right corner shows 1 of the 8 large cages (512 64) within
the unit cell hosting a TDF molecule, as well as 1 of the
16 empty small cages (512).

2.2.1 Structural Details

Data analysis and structure refinement were performed in
the program Fullprof [29] [30]. A multi-phase Rietveld-
refinement (see e.g. [31]) yields the lattice constants, the
positional and thermal parameters, as well as the weight



Phase TDF · D2O Ice Ih

Crystal System cubic hexagonal
Space Group F d -3 m P 63/m m c

Cell parameters a = 17.22(7)
a = b = 4.50(7)
c = 7.35(4)

RB 10.49 27.92
Rwp 4.89 4.89

Table 3: Refinement details of the diffraction pattern de-
picted in figure 1. The Bragg R-factor (RB) and the
weighted profile R-factor (Rwp) indicate an acceptable fit.

percentage for each crystalline phase present in the sam-
ple. In a full refinement procedure the instrumental and
background parameters are determined concurrently to the
structure, the respective scale factors and the phase frac-
tions. The TDF molecule was treated as a rigid body, with
its position and the orientation within the large cage as
free parameters. Aside from the phase under investigation
(TDF-hydrates), the refinement includes the aluminum of
the sample environment and residual hexagonal ice. The
weight percentage W j for the phase j can be calculated as
in [32]:

W j =
S jZ jM jVc j∑N
i S iZiMiVci

, (1)

with S , Z, M and V being the scale factor, the number of
formula units per unit cell, the mass of one formula unit
and the unit-cell volume, for each phase j and i, respec-
tively. Fullprof also accounts for the multiplicities of each
site, for occupation numbers unequal to 1, via the factor
f j, and the micro absorption of neutrons (Brindley factor
t j) of each phase (see Ref. [33] for details):

W j =
S jZ j f j

2M jV j/t j∑N
i S iZi fi2MiVi/ti

=
S j · ATZ · V j∑N
i S i · ATZi · Vi

,

with ATZ = Z j f j
2M j/t j. (2)

Since our hydrate is stochiometric ( f j = 1) and the two
phases in question have very similar absorption (t j ∼ 1),
equation 2 reduces to equation 1.
Depending on the sample, a clathrate weight percentage
of 95.1 ± 1.5 % to 98.4 ± 1.6 % was reached for the sam-
ples investigated, with the uncertainty being dominated by
the quality of the fit. In that context, it is important to
note that deviations derived in these kinds of least-squares
methods only partly reflect systematic errors which might
be introduced by the instrument or sample. The details of
the refinement are given in table 3. The fit suffers sub-
stantially from the size of the crystallites due to texture
resulting from the in situ formation. Nevertheless, it pro-
vides evidence that the clathrate structure is formed with
reliable purity from the liquid stochiometric mixture.

2.3 Time of flight spectroscopy

After having confirmed the CS-II structure of the sam-
ples solidified by quenching or slower cooldown within

the cryostat we proceeded to study their low-energy ex-
citations. To this end, experiments on the ILL time of
flight (TOF) spectrometers IN5 [34] and Panther [35] were
conducted. The goal of these experiments was to mea-
sure the dynamic structure function S (q, ω) over a large
fraction of (q, ω)-space, which is made possible by the
wide and complementary kinematic range of those two
instruments. The analyzed data of these measurements
will finally allow bench-marking density functional theory
(DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (elabo-
rated in Ref. [19]). The four samples described in table
2 were measured under the configurations summarized in
table 4. Additional measurements of each empty sample
holder were conducted in order to subtract their contribu-
tion from the respective scattering signal. Vanadium stan-
dards were used to normalize our data to absolute units.
Particular emphasis was put on selecting the geometries of
the sample and the standard as identical as possible. By
choosing thin hollow cylinders (with a wall thickness of
d = 0.05 mm for the partly or fully protonated samples
and d = 0.1 mm for the fully deuterated one) as sample
geometry the multiple scattering was reduced to a mini-
mum [36]. Note that unlike at D20, the sample containers
are made from aluminum. The respective vanadium stan-
dard was cut from a sheet of the same thickness and placed
inside the sample container without overlap. The vertical
intensity profile of the beam was mapped out prior to the
measurements. This allowed us to place the samples and
the vanadium standards in the intensity distribution such
as to minimize potential systematic effects due to possible
small differences in their vertical extensions.

Instrument Panther IN5
Incident wavelength λi [Å] 1, 2 2, 3
Incident energies Ei [meV] 76, 19 19, 9
Temperature [K] 1.5 1.5

Table 4: Configurations for measurements conducted on
ILL’s TOF spectrometers. The overlap between incident
wavelength allows crosschecking of the absolute units cal-
ibration.

Data reduction, analysis and visualization was done
with the software package Mantid [37] [38]. Self-
attenuation effects in the sample and the vanadium stan-
dard were calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation as
described in [39]. The scattering of the sample environ-
ment was taken care of by subtracting measurements of
the empty sample container in the cryostat. In order to
normalize S (q, ω) to absolute units, the data is multiplied
by a factor f , derived from the vanadium standard:

f =
NVσV

NS
. (3)

Therein, NV is the number density and σV the total scatter-
ing cross section of vanadium and NS the number density
of the sample. NV andσV are well known tabulated values,
while NS can be calculated from the structure given above.
Note that it is essential for this method to know exactly the
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Figure 2: Constant q-slice at q = (4 ± 1) Å−1 through
S (q, ω) for different deuterations and protonations of the
THF-hydrate measured at Panther with an incident en-
ergy Ei = 19 meV at a temperature of T = 1.5 K. The
characteristic peaks at 7 meV and 10.5 meV of CS-II can
be well discerned. Preliminary results, data is available
under [40].

purity and geometry of both the sample and the vanadium
standard.

2.3.1 Low-energy excitations of THF-hydrates

Figure 3 and figure 2 show two spectra for different THF
hydrate samples measured at IN5 and Panther. These spec-
tra are obtained by integration over a given q-range, pro-
viding an average of the coherent signal in this range.

In the investigated energy region the dynamics of the
host structure are dominated by the translational modes
of the H2O or D2O molecule. This leads to two charac-
teristic peaks at about 7 meV and 10.5 meV of every CS-II
hydrate structure (see e.g. Ref. [41],[42],[14],[16],[43]),
which can also be observed in figure 2 for both the pro-
tonated and the deuterated host structures. The most pro-
nounced peaks are visible in the TDF · H2O sample (or-
ange), as the contribution of the deuterated guest molecule
is suppressed. The excitations of the guest molecule are lo-
cated at lower energy and show very distinct peaks at about
2.9 meV and 4.7 meV, best visible in the THF · D2O sam-
ple (green) in figure 3. These localized exctiations are par-
ticularly promising for moderation to the VCN range. As
expected, they are shifted to slightly lower energies when
substituting hydrogen with deuterium due to the increased
mass and thus moment of inertia. This is the case for both
translational modes of the host lattice and the excitations
of the THF molecule, and consistent with phonon density
of states (PDOS) computed by our collaborators [19].

3 Conclusions

VCN sources that deliver higher fluxes of very slow neu-
trons than current "standard" liquid deuterium sources
could provide a powerful new tool for the neutron scatter-
ing community in the investigation of mesoscopic struc-
tures (e.g. in SANS), as well as tiny energy transfers
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Figure 3: Constant q-slice at q = (3.5 ± 0.75) Å−1 through
S (q, ω) for different deuterations and protonations of the
THF-hydrate measured at IN5 with an incident energy
Ei = 9 meV at a temperature of T = 1.5 K. The ob-
served peaks are due to localized excitations of the THF
molecules (see text). The shoulder of the elastic peak is
not a feature of the sample but back scattering of the sam-
ple environment. Preliminary result, data is available un-
der Ref. [28].

(e.g. in NSE). This holds potential for bringing valuable
advantages to the fields of soft condensed matter and struc-
tural biology. Furthermore they could play a significant
role in increasing the sensitivity of particle physics exper-
iments that employ beams of slow neutrons.
This work presented preliminary experimental results nec-
essary for the development of VCN moderators using
fully deuterated clathrate hydrates as a moderation ma-
terial. In particular, a characterization of the structure
and low-energy dynamics of THF-hydrates is elaborated.
We have demonstrated that producing these hydrates is
straightforward, and we were able to investigate local-
ized, low-energy excitations using a method that involves
contrast variation through partial or complete deuteration
of the sample’s constituents. The experimental determi-
nation of their dynamic structure factor S (q, ω) in abso-
lute units provides an important benchmark for scatter-
ing kernels developed within the HighNESS project. To-
gether, these works shall enable reliable simulations of fu-
ture neutron moderators using fully deuterated clathrate
hydrates as a moderating medium. Additionally, these ex-
periments serve as a baseline for future experiments on bi-
nary clathrate hydrates with both THF and molecular oxy-
gen as guest molecules (17D2O:C4D8O:∼2O2).
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